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SUMMARY

furpose

This is a report of the first phase of a three-phase project,
concerned with influence of.values on the educational process. The
project seeks to determine the extent to which values of parents,
pupil:44nd teachers are congruent and to determine relationships ..
across ethnic, socioeconomic, occupational, and related tzriables.
The purpose of Phase 1 was to conceptualize the values domain,
preliminary to instrumentation and measurement to be accomplished
in Phases 2 and S. ,ts.

methods,

Three judges analyzed 432 value statements taken from an initial
literature pool consisting of 1,348 articles from anthropology,
sociology, education, and psychology. An index of reliability (80 per-
cent) was derived by comparing results of tategoiization of Judge A
with results obtained by three independent racers. Interviews were
conducted vitt a sample of 404 Ss, drawn from a population of parents,
teachers, and pupils on the islands of Oahu, Maui, and Hawaii to
derive value categories which could check against the values domain.
established through literature analyeis and elso'serve as a data pool
for instrument development. Fourteen judges categorized sets of 290
statements into value and non value categories,' and reported deciiion
rules governing their choices. Analysis of judges' reports was made
to estatlish criteria for categorising value statements.

Results

The three analyses of value statements detived from the litera
ture resulted in reducing the 432 units to twnty-one categories, of
which four were selected by one ;edge only; six woreselected by two
judges; and eleven were selected by all three judges, of the eleven
selected by three judges, five were vidues represented in the basic
core value structure of American society defined in the social;
historical, and socialanthropological psychological research. Classi.
fieation of statements by fourteen judges into value and non -Value
categories resulted in derivation of a set of criteria for identifying
value statements, as opposed to non-value statements.. The interviews
conducted in the course of establishing a value* domain concomitantly
produced data which will be utilised in instrument development, and
yielded cbrollary results suggesting differences &otoss ethnic,' socio-
economic, and occupation variables.
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I. Introduction

A. Problem

This study of home and school values was concerned with the
influence of values on the educational process. The research imple-
ments a basic assumption that understanding the nature of values and
awareness of dominant values in home and school environments are
prerequisites toachievement of more effective education in the
nation's schools.

The purposes of the study were to (:) determine extent to
which values of school and home environments are congruent; and
(2) identify relationships between value preferences and socio-
economic, ethnic, and occupational class variables.

B. Background

The study of home and school values was envisaged at the
outset as an attempt to assess the validity of a generally presumed
conflict between values espoused in the homes from which children
come to school and the values around which policies and practices of
schools are developed. It was intended that the study wou'd produce
data to indicate the extent to which presumed value conflicts within
and between groups concerned with the educational process are real.
The study was planned as a three-phase undertaking, with Phase 1
focusing on identifying values relevant to the educational process;
Phase 2, developing instruments and techniques for measuring these
values; and Phase 3, determining values of pupils, parents, teachers
and identifying relationships of congruence and/or conflict. This is
a report of Phase 1, June 1, 1969 to May 31, 1970, and includes
discussion of rationale and related literature for the three -phase
project, followed by description of methods and findings for Phase 1.

The. need:for research on home.and.school values was expressed
in terms of the generally accepted importance of values to the educa-
tional process on one hand, whitest the same time the literature
produces a paucity of empirically derived information on the nature
of values and the ways in which values operate as facilitators or
deterrents to learning.

There is consensus that values direct the way of life of a
group of people or determine behavior of c single individual; yet,
there is little empirical evidence about the nature of home and
school values, The importance of values in education hasbeen recog-
nised for three decades (Henry, 1960; Head, 1931; Allport, 1961;
Brameld, 1957; 0etsels, 1968; Kate, 1963; Spindler, 1935; HAy, 1940).
HOwever, attempts to elucidate the school.value relationship have not
been entirely successful. There is agreement that the school operates
within a context of values. yet, it is difficult to say with any
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degree of certainty. how values influence and in turn are implemented
in the educationelprocess. -0,

ft.t .:,"
Values are norms for behavior, Thus, education, which is

concerned with changing behaviors of individuals, is.concerned at
least implicitly withvalues,. Educational goals and the curricula
for achieving these goals are determined in. large measure by the.
values operating in the school setting and the larger community.
the influence of valueson learning is to be understood and this
understanding is. to be used in optimising educational achievement,
and in turn, if the :school. ietoimplement its _responsibilities with
regard to transmission, inculcation, and/Or modification of values,
then it is essential to, work from a synthesized model ok.home and ,

school values. Synthesis of such a model must follow,frodkanalysis
of four issues: (1) conceptualizing home and school valuei;
(2) determining commonality of values across school settings; and
(3) determining.congruence of values between and within home, schoolp.,
and community groups.

s! /,., .
r 1

G. ..1411.2111a .
.

This study of home and school values was designed toimplimmi,
a rationale built around assumptions supported in results and limits-
tions.of,earlier research, The project started with a minimum of
assumptionsi concerning relationships between values and school
able', This was in contrast to studies which started- with assumed
differences between groups. The study started with the assumption
that there is a universe of values, each of which can be operation-
alised, and that value profiles of individuals and patterns of values
for groups can be derived. It was not atimMedthat patterns differ
on dimensions of class, culturevor occupation. :'his would ba,,

determined in tha course of .the study. - -
.

It was assumed that effectiveness of a study of education
related values would depend on the extent to which the domain of
values was defined with precision, related to education, and general
!sable across ethnic and class dimensions.

-.
.

It vas assumed that effectiveness of a study.ofeducatiOn.,
related values would depend on extant. to which techniques and inatru.
mead of 0164SUCODiat were sound. , . 01 '4_1

le i us. A major difficulty' arising in
concoction w t, east ng valuesin theeduaational prows:is
the lock of clarity. in defining tba-concept, there is little &grim.
sent among authors on the definition of wave, and little agreement #.

on what constitute values of American society, Stow and Staff ,

(1934) .defined value as satisfaction in work, kosanberg (1951) cofia,
tattered value as that in Alit% people are interested. William (101)
considered values as meaningful and effectively charged modes of
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organizing behavior, establishing the criteria which influence
choices and goals. Henry (1960) construed value to mean any norma-
tive idea of sentiment that serves as an organizer of cultural
standardized behavior, referring not to what is but what should be.
Spindler (1955) tned values as either iteneral.or specific
constructs, cons .red as norms for behavior, internalized by people,
and directly involved with codirolling the mechanics of personalities.
Allport, Vernon, and Lindzey (1931, 1951) conceptualized value in
terms of the six-value typology devised by Sprenger (1920). Glaser
and Heller (1940) approached values from the standpoint of interest,
using value types defined by Thuretone. Studies of values in
relation.to occupational choice typically have equated'value with
interest. Other approaches have seen value as related to needs
(Albert, 1956; Dukes, 1955; Goldechmidt, 1961);

The definition of value which was accepted at the outset for
purposes of this study implemented a modification of the conceptu-
alization expressed by Brameld (1957). Values were defined as
constructs with cognitive and cathectic aspects, which could be
potentially verbalized, were organizers of behavior, and equated with
what is desirable. Values were seen as attachable to goals, forming
criteria for selection from among available alternatives.

It was recognized from the start that the definition of value
accepted for purposes of the study would serve only to define the
concept, leaving unmet the need for conceptualising the value !main.
This was seen as a major goal to be reached in Phase 1 of the study.

2, bollungeZ of values. It was assumed from the outset
that a key factor in realizing objectives of the study was instru-
mentation. It was conceded that an instrument for assessing values,
one sufficiently broad in scope and capable of reflecting any value
system that might be encountered, was essential. The need for
established reliability and validity in instrumentation was a foregone
conclusion.

In view of the uncertainty about conatitucion of the values
domain, end the lack of knowledge about what kinds of value systems
influence different kinds of policy and operation in schools through
out the country, it was deemed desirable to start from scratch, to
limit premises insofar as possible in conduct of the research, and to
develop an instrument, or a set of comparable instruments, that may
be suitable for use in assessing the values of persona of different
ages, representing different cultural backgrounds and different educe
tional level., operating in different kinds of situations in which
values may exert potent influence upon behavior, The broad goal with
respect to instrumentation would seem a more desirable alternative
than limitation of assessment, either on AL alai or empirical basis,
to selected value *Woes presumed or observed to be identifiable with
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acme particular class of homes or schools, If .the project is
successful in achieving its goal, suchinstrumentation may possess--
sufficient generality to be applicable to.a,wide range of value
questions,. particularly education-related values, inaveriety of .

situations, , ;

V4 1

D. Literaturejteview \,

Survey of literature.. Although a wealth of research on
values has been condUett,over the years, questions concerning,values-
and edUettional process have remained largely ,.answered, partly
becaute'Of-the changing role and nature of the school, and partly. ,.
because of the dynamic `nature of culture and values. The problem hos
been'complimated.by lomydefinitions iven, to values weaknesses
i eet in to I. u--71 a 3111.411T1.41:1[1,Mn

L. 2 e ! t e obi c
These factors have contributed to make ,synthesis of extant research ,

on education-related values a difficult, if not impossible, task..
Little agreement exists regarding the universe of values or their
classifications:Ibis probably.is due in part to predilections of
writers inirresearaherrifor different personality theories or quasi -
theovAei, to dictation of a special value framework by the conditions
or setting of aparticular investigation, to adoption of a value
framawork'due to availability of.a measuringinotrument and certainly,
to similarities among,the domains ofvaluss, opinions, attitudes, .

needs, interests, preferences, and personal characteristics relating
to temperament andicharector which lend to intermixture in discussions
of values, t,,

Survey of the literature reveals that in general studies on..
values in relation to the school have tended. to emanate from four
considerations: (a) domain of values; (b) otability of values;
(c) differencei n valuesacross sex, culture, class, and occupations;
and (d) influence of values on occupational choice, aspirationsaod.. .

achievement. References era listed in Appendix O.

a. Domain of values. Research relating to definition
of a domain of values-has produced widely varying conceptualisations,
Allpott and Vernon (1931) devised a framework Adopted from Sprenger
(1926) focusing on- six values: ,,aesthetic; theoreticaliacontelo;
political; religious, and social, Cordon (1969) developed two tenn
ments, one for surveying personal values (practical mindedness;
achieveaont verietyl deoilivoness; orderliness; goal orientation)
and another for interpersonal values (support; conformity; recogn4tion;
independence; benevolence; leadership,) Scott (1965) dealt with
twelve values; intellectualism; kindness; social skills, loyalty;
academic achievement; physical development; statue; honesty; religious-
ness self- control; creativity (originality); and independence., Kohn
(1969) factor analysed self-conception and social orientation

' )1.'4
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to which fathers had responded and found eleven value-like factors:
authoritarian conservatism ( authoritarian /nonauthoritarian); anxiety
(anxious /collected); self-confidence (self-confident/diqident);

idea-conformity (conforming/independent); attribution of responsi-
bility (fatalistic accountable); criteria of morality (moral /amoral);
self-deprecation (self deprecating/self endorsing); generalized
disenchantment (disenchanted/contented); compulsiveness (noncompul-
sive/Compulsive); trustfulness (distrustful/trustful); swine toward
change (receptive/resistant), Bales and Couch (1969) factor analyzed
value statements generated by members of small discussion groups and
identified four factors: acceptance of authority; need-determined
expression vs. value-determined restraint; equalitarianism; indivi .

dualism. In en empirical approach employing factor analysis, Gorlow
and Noll (1961) named the eight factors that emerged from their work:
affiliative-romantics; status-security valuers; intellectual humanist;
family valuers; rugged individualist; undemanding-passive; boy scout;
Don Juan.

Studies of American value patterns and cultural themes,
including the social-historical research (Gabriel, 1956, 1960; Curti,
1936; Lerner, 1957; Williams, 1951; and Myrdal, 1944) and the social-
psychological research (Whiting, 1959, 1953, 1960; Warner, Masker,
and Eels, 1949; Kluckhohn, 1950; Spindler, 1955) document existence
of a national culture and a set of basic core values.

The studios generally suggest that American society is
governed by premises of equality, sociality, success, change, indi-
viduality, and freedom, that principles of puritan- pioneer morality
undergird the American value system, and that the evidence suIports
the assumption of an American culture (Inkalas, 1959).

The basic core values constituting tho premises which
give direction to the American way of life derive from a combination
of Christian-Judaic ethic, democratic idealism, and classical
economics. These core values, held to be indigenuoue to the American
wayof life consist of:

(1) individual wort the recognition of unique worth
and digaity of every n ivi us, consideration of the person as an
en4,rather than a means;

(2) equal opportunity, the belief in affording every
individual equality of opportunity for the good life, happiness,: .

success, education;

(3) blakatUalailligilatrAla, the freedom Of
individual to make choices, be secure from persecution to speak

and *seeable;

(4) , the team approach to solution of
problems and promotion of common concern?.

6



(5),Hratimajainlim the use of reason to solve
problems and promote, the common good;. , s.

(6) faith in the fatiE2, belief in the better life,
looking to the future, acceptance of change, realization of the
American dream.

. '! -3 4
r.;:

Studies otconteMporary.society within contexts of socio.
logy) anthropology and psychology continue to support the assumption
of a sat of basic core values reflected in.premises of equality,
individuality,:freedom, socialityi:auccess, change, pivotal points
around which,Americaalife.evolvesi ;:)4.1

In the works nfWilliams (1951), Kluckhohn (1949), and
Curti (1936) the worth of the individual is,seen as a guiding value ,

in contemporary American culture, deriving from a heritage of pioneer
morality. -Williams.(1951)'observes that Amaticans set high value.on
developing individual personality, concluding thata dominant ,

American belief is.that to be wperson means.being,independent, worthy
of concern and respect in onets,own right. KluckhOhn(1949) traces,'
the value placed'on romantic individUalieurto agrarian roots of ;

American culture,

Klucxhohn (1949), Spindler.,(1955),:Williams (1951) point
to the value placed,onregalitarianism. Ruesch .(1951) identifies
equality of opportunity'as a,dominant,theme stemming from Putitaa
morality and pioneer experiences. Williams (1951), Kluckhohn (1949),
and Spindler (1955) hold that equality means equality of opportunity,
rather than equality of man. Spindler emphasizes thcrbelief in
equality of opportunity,not equality of man,concluding that.many of
the values held dear in mainstream of American culture can exist'only
under a status system.

; --,-:

The idea of sociality and sociability has tended-to.be a
governing principle of American way of life.Ale Toqueville obberved
on his visit to the United Stater, in 1835 that Americans feeltho beat
way to solve a problem is have a meeting and elect a chairman.
Spindler (1955) and Ruesch (1951) concur in the observation that
Americans tend to be uneasy when alone, looking instead to the'-forming
of social groups :and interacting with others.'i r "i'

:r. 44 -"

The belief in freedom has been pointed tp by Williams
(1951) who observes that individuals have the right to make choices.

I !:: ,!)

Belief in rational thinking to a way to success: derives
from the Greeksirand is the essence of the American educatitthal'
system. Buesch (1951yobservei that success is thelerdseick with 'f

which the worth of the individual is measured,'and results freak' 1 %.1
initiative, work, and reason. Warner, Meeker, and Eels (1949) note
the success principle is predicted on a society assumed to be

7



stratified; whereas Mead (1951) eancludesthatpouiel class in America
is part of the success ethic, that the'middle.class perceives 'success
as. a step upward and a reward for virtue.

,!.

The value.of a futureorientedsociety has been held to
be the only constant of western culture (Lerner, 1957). l'Paith.in.
the future implies faith in a better future wrought by change.
Ruesch (1951) "identifiet change with, social and'material. progress.
Mead'(1951) observes that Americans are always moving.UpiAmtpect*ng
the child.texurpass the parents.,,Becker.(1052) suus'up-theAmerican
conceptualisation of a cbange,oriented future in observing that by
locating perfection in the future and identifyinit with successive
achievements of mankind, the doctrine of progress makes a virtue of
novelty, and dispOstIvman to: welcome changeas in. itself a sufficient
validation for activities.;

, i!!1 I; 7'

to 1940 Teachers College.Colusibte'eMbarked bu a major,.
study of:values, The!democratic-creed Was'devisedvconsisting.of 60
..items in,a,framisworkrof.democracywa way of life, .Tba(Creed
represented 60'beliefson which faculty'sgreed and;was considered as
a set of hypotheses conceptualisingthe-American Creed,

The Stanford Ideals Project attempted to identify a
common body: of deMoetatie'principtcwso teachers would avoid ditfi-
culties. that faced.mAny of them.wanting,to'teacha,practical
application of democracy. Statementevere collected: about. democracy,
Three* achedules.of sObiat belief.were:constructedwith.92 itemeaach.
Schedules were'sert to graduate students,.business executivesressay
contestants, demodraciy patrons, midwest cooperative members and.
farmers,..Aesultsilhowed there wasLa.l.arge,hody-of.democratic tenets'
tty,which,peoplegave.allegiancel.hut noted differences atlross groups.
The Stanford Ideals Project conducted at the en0,0UtiorAdWar
concluded that a core of basic democratic ideals does exist with the
centraliconcept being respect for the individualcThe extensive
literature On values document existence of a set,of- value constructs.
1Which'undergird.the American way of life. ,7

; trr.f L ;eV
The proposed project does. not presume to accept;acreal,

'the exietance.of.these core values, in.the school context-today...i
Rather, it will be a majgr purpose of the study to determine just
which values are operative and under what conditions in relation to
the educational process. -f . '7 : *;!

7..1!: ; 6 i 1'413 ts
Review of the studies concerned with defining the value

domain.auggeste.A.variety of,current velue.classifications and the
need to.devoteltlireat deal of caretnthe,:deeftnation of values to .

be.assessed,in thierstudy and to the development.of an. instrument
that will, make possible the desired comparisons.', '1,e; n .

Id; !,t' I:. F; ;
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b. Stabilit ,of values. The findings of studies concerned
with stability of 'values are .not .conclusive, but there ie some sugges-
tion that values are subject to change,: both for children and adults.
Perrone. (1965,1967), studied stability of -values of. junior high school
pupils and parents over two years; finding more agreement after two
years than initially between daughters and parents,.with,perents
changing as much as daughters. Boys and parents continued to disagree.
Spindler (1939) studied. the American. military character, concluding
that time wee a stability to valueswhich held over time, as revealed
by the 'value'patterci which was rehealed-when.American males 'and festiles
from all ioniaVolasses, all walks of,,lifei and all parts of the United
States, were studied in the militery 'situation ,afforded by World ,WarII.
Getselt (1968) distinguished!between. sacred and.secular:halnes, holding
that sacred' values-,Were part 'of 'the American creed and constituted .0
stable system of uladivorceable beliefs,vhereas ,secularqvalues. were
down-tsuearth, dynamic.beliefs subject to,,change and influenCe,by .time,
geographical differences end social .strata`

Gribbon,and Lohnas (1965) reported a five-year study of
values for boys andiirts,initially in Grades 8, 10, and 11, concluding
that values at Grade d'already had crystallized ,and ;were free from,,,

fantasy.

The studies of stability of .values do,not:yield conclusive
evidence to 'support either 'a change, or ,constancy over time.. The, major

problem in,generalizing from these studies >is 'that populations' differed
widely, end techniques and instruments..of:measurementvaried,greatly.
The proposed study will not make any assumptions concerning stability
of values. Rather, the study will be designed to sample the swills
school age group.. -Specifically; the population will be limited to
fifth-grade level. f n ,; -' .

c. : , /7 " ,'

c, Differences in Values across sex', culture class and
occUpati1", `''Studies concerned with value differences by sex in the
school -getting- beim. been reported by 1,,/agmfin (1966) and, Singer and r,

Stefflre (1954, 1954a). DifferenCes'betweed'aexes were reported across
age rcratitgoiteir is hoth ,ztudiew The studiesecuated value with
interest. and thing' differenOes in sex would be expected. ..These :differ-
encea of values' hetween: sexes dO not 'tell' us., 'about value conflict 4,

betweettoectiool,and home,
14f, b,;

Studies of literate add nonliterate cultures _have
supported the assumption that cultures :have identifiableatits.of
valUesi(Lee0951; Vogt,'1953;%1956; Weieskopf,,1951).'4 .Studies of

Sile.;1(Wosto 1945)j Middletown (Wad and Lyndi:1937),
andTanlise,DitT Mirror end Lunt, 1941, 1942) pointed to cultural
d4fOre60.-*-yeluos444401.i es clesetttierences.''.Meae(1931) docu-

mie4St04-41Xisteddi of cultural diffiteni4its the. studies
date back; tud,decadia';'sied much change t tie taked$1ade' in'the4duca-
tional 'The'dofiCeptiialisitiod

o/J51,:ii
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differs from study to study, and in many instances it seems
questionable if the universe of values were defined in such a way L-

as to include value premises which could be expected 'to be held , .

across groupe. Thus, we do not know.to what extent differing ,r,4
cultural backgrounds contribute to manifestation'of value conflict,
between school and home.

Studies of social class differences.consistently have
yielded results indicating differences in values across classes,
Centers (1949) found social class differences, with middle class-
ment preferring aelf-expressiOn while working men preferred
security. Kluckhohn (1950) identified three orientations of values
by social class. Havinghurst and Tabs (1949) concluded that lower
middle and upper lower classes were alike in their values, stress-
ing respectabilityi thrift, loyalty, responsibility, and fidelity.:.
Getzele (1937) differentiated values of upper, middle, and lower L.,1

class in terms of meanings attachedto famil?, property,lawi,
education, aggression, industry, cleanliness, end sex. In a study
of social character and social values (Kasssrjian, 1965), differ-
ences were found in values of inner dirrected:veraus outer directed
individuals, using the Allpot, Vernon, .Lindzey Scale of Values
(Reisman, 1950).

Studies of social class differences.in values are not
concleriive, due to questions of instrumentation, conceptualisation
of values, and research designs employed. Some of the,studies
suffered from sampling, basing findings on small Ns with little
attempt at randomization...7,

Studies have been reported of the values held by
education-related occupational groups. Unman (1966) differenti",
ated career and homemaking women. Smith and Collins (1967)
examined values of:school counselors, finding thewhigh on altru-
ism and self-realization while low on money and prestige.. Super..
and Kaplan (1967) compared school counselors with Peace COOS
trainees, machinist.students, and business school.students,
finding differencea,among groups in velue.orientations. Counselors
resembled Peace Corps traineesmorelhan business school and
machinist students, valuing independence, achievement, prestige
and management. They were like non-helping groups.in valuing,
creativity, economic returns and surroundings. The obvious dis-
crepancy,between thesetwo sets of-findings typifies the results
from studies of:values:Amid:occupation. , A major difficulty.in
generalizing fret° thestudies derives from lack ofAreplication,
failure to use the same inatrufments, and difference:3.'1n population.

ei, irtneetcieee.s'SSenal.
ghoices and astatletion*. 141-ilkifliete wil:101fOrRef
relation betweweducation4 choice,,Occupational chOiCi; 4Ohie4°-
ment, aspirations, and yalties. Ginsberg, et.al.(1951) Concluded
that values constituted the foundation for occupational Chi:Ace, as
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they enabled the individual to order activities in terms of the
future. Harrod (1960) studied values as related to counseling.
Rosentilerg0957),concluded that the range of occupational alterna-
tives is limited by' the values of the individuals' Iliman 0953)
concluded that an intervening variable mediating the relationship
between low position and lack of upward mobility is a system of
values in the lower classes, Ginsberg (1951) observed.that there are
differences inlhe way people value,work, Rosen (1916) suggested that
whehe oranotelerpon would 0/10 tO,stri4e.fOr.eacCeie,id situa-
tions which feeilitated mobility'weedetermined,Wper4* his valued.
Dubin (1958) writes that values guide the future isoOttione oethe
individual, Schwarzweller (1959, 1960) concluded ocCupatioial vainis
of high school students were related, to family status_and,intelligence.
Singer and Stsfflre (1954) found a correlation between aspiration
lovel.aml.valuesfor,adolescent boys, but ,not girle.,,Ot,efflre (1959)
found ,differences values.for'ienpi.bOyS.aepiri4'to different
occupational and ed3cationallevele across ioeial:Oees backli;ound.
and achievement. Perrone (1965). concludes thatvalUei ire'souites of
motivatic,for,,,Wor high girls._

Iikeaeral, the etudies of iela4ph of valuegtO occupa-
tional choice, achievement, and'eepiration have little'ieneraliZability
to.the,proposed,atudy, it would be expected that this area of research
would yield information'pertinent to the question of *alUe differences
among students; however, due to the wide variation foUid'n inStruments
and techniques of measurement and the tendency to equate value with;
"interest" or limit the concept to work-related aspects of choice, the
studies have not yiolded data which can be used in the proposed etudy.

pelation of reported literature!tsthlusamistudli
Studies of value doMaine Suggest the:need for conceptualizing a value,
domain for home .and school settings.:.

I .

.;-',StUdies of 'stability of value/J.:suggest that ,values may 7

change over Wiwi and the proposed study will take this nto,accouW?
In'samPliOgAnd- data analysis aspects,of.the investigationo
studies 'of the relation' of values to occupational and.educattonal,
choke, ispirations, and;achievementhave failed to:yield-data,generl!
alizable to the proposed studyi because'of the ambiguity,in coneep-. ,

tualizing values and differences in instrumentation among studies.

Studies of sex, class, culture, and occupation suggest
differencesc_on.theie Ati.e4torts.:,,,-93.eceues'of the wide disparity found
in instrumentation it :is difficult to. dram any firm conclusions about
the nature of these' differencese';Hanicof -.these studies dlitfyto an
earlier ,petiod of American life ;when ,it. might have ;been (expected that
wide value differences would be encountered, . f,

t ! 4 J.1 r io Tilt!
proposedIstudy is aimed directlyst.:investigating this

area of possible differences; and seeks to answeriqueatione'COncerned
with the nature of home and school values and the ways these values
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operate across different ethnic, socio-economic, and occupational
groups.

E. pioettives,

The primary purpose of.this study was,to deteriine'the extent'
to which generally presumed'value conflicts within add baiiieeh groups
concerned with the educational process are.real, The Ourpoie is
implemented in three aims:

1, Conceptualization of a values domain;

2. Determination Of schOol values, by identifying the values,
held by teacherevAdthiniairatore, iftd.pupils; and determinAtion of 'j

home values, by identifying values held by parents;

3. Determination of relationships of congruenceandAr
conflict of values within and between school and home contexts, across
ethnic, socio- economic, and occupational class variables.'

Phase 1 was concerned with Objective 1, the conceptualization'
of a values domain.

II. Method, Phase 1

A. Design

The primary goal in Phase 1 was to conceptualize a values
domain. This goal was seen as involving accompliihment of two Gin': ;
identifying value categories, and defining criteria for value state-
ments. Aim 1, identifying values was implemented in three objectives;
(1) dcriVation of value categories from analysis of literature;
(2) derivation of value categories from analysis of interview pro° ,

cola; and (3) synthesis of.value categories. derived from literature...
and those derived from interviews. Aim 2, definition of value.3,
statement criteria was implemented in two objectives: (1). analysis
of selected statements; and '(2) synthesis of criteria. - r

1.-
B. Procedures to Identify Value Cateuries

1.*i Derivation of value categories troatillsi_Ultera...
ture. A literature search revealed four sources for identification
of valUest,(a) personal views or. discussions of educational, poli-
tical, or sociological positions,' policies and prolnems;, (b) analyses
of philosophical; logical positions; (c) empirical studies imple- ;.1
menting a priori definitions of values; and (d) empirical studies
defining or classifying value systems by subjecting item responses
to correlation and factor analytic techniques., 3,1 3t0

12



A total of 1,348..articles from education, sociology,
psycholc3y and anthrepology,comprisedt*Oetertellor analysis of
literature on values. Content analysis of 75 articles yielded 432
value statemePts.which satisfied criteria fordefining values as
"objects, states, or.beheviors with cognitive or iffectivi.aipicts,
equated with what is important or desirable, attachable to goals
and expressible as desired ends or means to an end." The 75 value
statemsnta.were subjected ,to analysis by,three judges for the purpose
of reducing,to.the lowest common denosiinetors, One of_thaludge0
was a junior,member of the project staff; two of the judgeewere
behavioral scientists not associated. with the:project..

. 2, Derivat n of v lue cats rievf om ntery ew do a.
The derivation of value categotiee from interview, data involved
initial selection of a population and development:* a eimpling
design, followed by development of interview guide, training of
interviewers, conduct of interviews, and content analysis of
protocols. . . j,;; ;,

a.- Selection of population and development of
sampling ftian. .The.population wei-deicribed 44 parents, teachers,
and pupils of the islands of Oahu, ,Miui;, indliewaiip, The sample
design called for purposive sampliwby areas in which there were
population concentrations ofIgroupahYpothiaixed to reOrelentindi-
viduala likely to,hold different Jalues. The sample plen Wei sit
up to draw,450.Ss,,to include 150. teachers, 150 parents, and 150
children,.with distribution* geographic. location to provide for
300,4,from,Oahu; 75 from Maui; and 75 from Hiweii.. Two,thirds of
the sample was to be from,rurelareas, with,One-third from urban.
To.achievp the,r9ral-urbap mix and at the,aame time.Provide-for.a.
cross section of,socio-economic, levels,.tventy-seven interview areas
were designated: Heui, Hawaii, and,45 on Oahu. Selection of inter-
viewees in each area was afunction of interyiewerrchoice.

b.q Deveiopment of interikew guide. Two instruments
were developed for use,ipthe study.. Ap Interview Ouide-was
developed initially to elicit responses relating tl.theva/9e.cate-
gories identified in the project. This instrument went.through'four
revisions, the ofwhich resuited in an instrument $661ementfng
the, critical incidents:approach. }This critical inCident instrument_

is shown, .n 4ppendix p.l. , .
I ,

4,1) ; ' ,! ; ;
kaecond instrument was developed'which combined

critical, incident and.twenty-question approaches. This Incidint-
Question Interview Cuide,i$ shown in.ApPeOdix 11.72." The.proceduree
employedin;devetopment of both interview, guides, called .for initial
collection of cues to elicit value - related reeiionses and organiii-
tion of cues, to form an interyiew.gpide,Jollow0 by iterations of
tryout, evaluttiOh,-and reviSiOn7until,concurrente vas reached that
the instruthanyould yield this deta.required.,.

13



c. Trailgaapii_Iteriers. Pre-service and in-
service t viraining of interviewers was conducted. Pre-iervice
training consisted of reading, lecture, and role-playing, in '°':
additioh to evaluation of one taped interview. In- 'service

training consisted Of supervisor-interviewer conference with
evaluation of protocols.'

d. Conduct of interviews. Twenty-three interviewers
conduCted.426 interviews, of vhiCh 22 were, eliminated from the
study becahoe of incomplete data,' leaving a total of 404 protocOli
included in dateanalysis. The Indident Interview Ghide'(Appendix
B-1) was used in conducting 159 interviews of which 18 were elimi-
nated, and theIhoident-QuestiOn Guide (Appendix B-2) was used in
conducting 275'interiiews of which fOuf were eliminated. The
interviewee sample isdescribed in Appendix C.

O. Content analysis of protocols. The procedure fot'
analysis of protocols follows the methodology for content analysis
of narrative material, in which coding is employed to transform
and aggregate raw data into units permitting precise description
of content characteristics. The categories of analysis were
defified as value-refUted and non value related. TNe thought or
therlie constitutes the reebrding Unit. The criteria for category
definition mere establiehed',. 'implementing Aim 2 for Phase 1 of
thii studY: Content analysis of protocols has not be#11 completed;
however',' first, stage analysis has been carried out tO'enumerate
code units by interviewer and interviewee variables.' The data,'''L
reported in Appendix D-14 D-2, D-3, and D-4, indicate that there
were fewer value statements from children than from paiehts or
teachers, and feWer value statements from Ss in middle and upper
socio-economic levels'dorOared to lower levels.' The data reported
in Appendix 6.;5 indicate thatthere was little variance among
number of code'unitsper interview protocol by interviewer for
each instrument, but wide discrepancy between the number of code
units per interview byifistruMent. Of the twenty -three inter-
viewers, fourteen conducted ten Or'more interviews; Of these
fourteekinterviews, ten interviewers used the Incident Question
Guide `(Appendix B-2); and'64 interviewers used the Critical=='
?Incident Guide (Appendix B-1):-"The.range of'code unite per inter-

viewfor the teCinterViewers using'Incident-Questioh Guide was
8.4 to 11.5 (Md 10.10), compared to a range of .9 to 3.4
(Md 2.35) for those using the Critical Incident Guide. The
range for code'Ohite per interview from Incident-Question Guide
was competed to a range Of 23 for the Critical Incident
,Guide.' A significant difference (7.75) obtaint between the
medians for'the codeilhits pitAnteiview for the two instruments;

3.' Definieion'bfctiteria for valhe statement. A
'systematic effort was made to' generate acceptable ctiteria for
the identification of a value statement; that is, any statement

14



referring to AAE kind of value object or value behavior, Approxi-
mately 1,200 statements were assembled and each statement was
recorded on a separate card.. Some'of the selected
to representrhypothesteed value stotementi,A: whereas- others wore'
:found' in inventories. eveloped to 486060 temperamental traits,per-
sodaVadjuetminit, interests, needs, opinioni and attitudes, and belief.

A set of 290 cards, representing a sample of the pool of
statements was sent to fourteen judges, experienced in value:materials
and values research, together with simple instructions designed to be
free from bias and without revealing preconceptions or theoretical
positions of the project staff. Judges were asked (1) to sort the
statements into two or more piles, one pile representing statements
that might be readily classified as value-related statements and other
piles thatmight'represent statements.relating.to.individuatinterebts,
()Onions, ittitudesilieedel-self concepts, or other related concepts-
and (2) to .intrOS,kt 'stout the decision-making process, operative in
distinguishing 'between value-related and non-value-related etatements
and formulate .in writing the .criteria that guided the .decisions.

The decision statements of the fourteen judges were
analyzed.to produces set of.eriteria for defining value!etatemente.
Agreement among.judges.on.the criteria for defining valua,coeetruota
waslound to be highilThere was consensus across ,judges Amerning
the salient:characteristics which influenced.the classification of a
statement asvalue.as%opposed to attitude, interest,. need, beliefvor
other non-value donstruct. coefficients computed between each .

judge and each of his fellow judges for statements received in common
were statisticelly_significant.(.05 level) 83%.of the_tima. Coeffi-
cients of a magnitude 5:30 were obtained in 32% of the comparisons.
Thirty-two statements.were classified as value statements by 100% of
judges receiving them; 77 atatements wars classified as valwatate-
ments.80% of the time; 94 statements70% of the time, and 15Q state.7.
ments 60% ofithetime,

.

. NV '.! .)

IReilliteL ! ' 0: . ;. : I+

' :IOW SiJ ,. 1. , ;

A. eriyala. p_eloat ,:_
.

i. Three Judges analysed 432,valne ekatemente,from the literature
to derive value categories.) Tbe.three analyses taeultad in reknige
the 432 value statemente:from.the literature tnitWentY"04,,sategories
of which four were selected by one judge only; 'ix were selected byl
two of the three judges; and eleven were selected by all three jUdges.
The value categories derived from analysis of literature are reported
in Appendix H. An index of reliability was derived by comparing the
results of catogorizavion of Judge A with results obtained by three
independenr raters. An index of agreement, obtained by dividing the
number of agreements by the total number of possible agreements, was
eighty percent,
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The eleven value categories on which there was 100 percent
agreement among the three judges are as follows:

autonomy, independence, individualism
2. creativity, imaginativeness, experimentalism
3. egalitarianism, social concern
4. goal-directedness
5. group centeredness

',61;" materialism
7iJhedonismrpersonal pleasure, comfort
8i. religionism ! , -

9. self-centeredness
10... social potency

:11. social stability ,

These eleven value categories include five of the six basic core !

values of American culture documented by social- historical research
(Gabriel, 1956,.1960; Curti, 1936; Lerner, 1957; Williams, 1951; and
Myrdal, 1944)4nd social-psychological-anthropologicalresearch
(Whiting, 1959,:1953,.1960; Warner, Meeker and Eels, 1949); KluCkhohn,
1950, Spindler, 1955). The five basic core values reflected in the
eleven value categories derived from analysis of literature are indi-
vidual worth, Or autonomy;, egalitarianism, or equal opportunity; 'self-
centeredness or individual right to make choices; group.centeredness
or cooperation; goal-directedness or faith in the future. The value
for rational thinkingi, which constituted one of the basic core values
of America was selected by two out of three judges ad one of the
eleven value cate6ories derived from literature analysis:

1.

B.' Synthesis of Criteria for Defining Value Statements
o

Fourteen judges were asked to categorize sets of290 statements
as value or non-value and to state in writing the decision rules :

governing their classifications. Task instructions are given in
Appendix F-1. From these data, a synthesized set of 'Criteria for
defining value statement was generated, .These criteria for defining
value statements are given in Appendix F-2. The principal criterion
calls for the statement to be a judgment concerning desirability,
importance, worth of an object; State:0010440i or,behavior, with
applicability to a broad range of situations, conditions, places, or
persons. Ancillary criteria prescribe stability of judgment over time,
andluidance of behavior in a context. The criteria for defining
valuesdistingulah value froM'opinion, belief, preference need,

temperament, feeling, and self concept, ..

';';) Wit
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IV....004USIONp0AND RECOMMENDATIONS
' . .

,
This 'is a report OA, the first phaf4,0.8 three- phase, project,

concerned with influendi of va/ues .on-the'eduCationii process. The
major purpose of this initial phase was to' cenceptUalite the values"
domain. ..T4siwns seen ae prerequisite to development of instruments
end .subsequent meaeurement of, home' and eqlool ValUei held by teachers,
parents, and pupils and analyilsof Oese,4ataaCrose ethnic, sOcio=':
economic, eTioccupatiOnal class vatiahlep,

Phase 1 reaultid in identification of 'twenty -one Value categoriiej
on eleven of which there was consensus across thtee judge's; and
degAnicion.gicriteria for categorizing, value statements, Concomitant
with 8400mp/iahme4, of the major aims of l'hasi 1 reliOnig 40.4enti-
noation 4,value,categoriei, and definition of value' statement Criteria,
a pool of data was accumplatedlOi subsequent dtilizatioh in tihati 2
as instrument_developmentlets under way.,

Content anayleis of interview'piotOcOle ieipprOaching completion,
and these data will be checked against the values domain, The value
state41404 04r14.44.01"TO P00030. analysis will be utilized in
construntiopok instrumen4e;t0P,4 i404q*eredte'lemples of'different
populations, with resulting data to factor nnilyied. Preliminary
aaalyites will be made of similarities and difietendes among respon-
dents across socio-oconomicvethnic, sex, age, and position variables.
It is anticipated that a'numbet of methodologidaletudies Will need to
be conducted in the process of generating instrument that will
satieiy,the requirements of the, Woe and school Values Project. State-
mants.comprieing the va/peititeMent reeerveieWill be dUbjeCted to
nequil appenring'interVideranalYSie to'Persiii'solectiOn'Of'Statements

with respect to which thera4s.high avappent,among pdges regarding
their value-relatedness, .,11-porte and, su$Seident f4ctor461111Yses will
be undertaken with diffeting groups' Of respondents, -1,atent partition
analyees will be undertaken, large.ispele fector analyses of.tesponses
willhe,carried ont,and:pOtern be:ate*eit: It is

hopea,Oatutilization of,ieveral'4ffeteot'epptoachee;'ind Camparisona
of thereanits *,pcovidea fot the determination of major
clusters of,valwee 404 f.0i ties development of the,Valus survey instru-
ments capable of reflecting Valais-of indiVidualiend'Oeups. Relia-
bility studies, cross validation, and external ViiitlitiOn'aftalyses will
be .completed, before production, of the. final forms to, be. used in

analysing the *#. an SChO41VaIue 'pretties groups of

resP9044149#

There is every reason to balieVe thit.the assessment of value
orientations with an instrument developed time AneniPitical base and
with employment of sound analysis techniqueswill be accomplished as
efforts of Phase 1 are extended into 1970-71.
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With an instrument or sets of comparable instruments. geared to
individuals with different levels of language and educational develop..'
meat, research into a broad spectrum of school related problems will
be possible--reseatCh that may have important implications. for many
aspects of education; inclUding curriculum and instruction. .0,

-
Not only my'the area'of congruence of home and school values be

explored, but Collateral studies can provide cues to and east hypo-
theses about conditions and interventions.to permit more effective
adaptations of instruction not only to curriculuM content and pupil
needs,, but also to motivational influences related to value orienta-
tion of the individual.'' ,:

Along range program of values research will.be possible with the
instrument to be 'developed.- Many educationally significaht studies :-

now are envisaged with the anticipated instruMentatiod inCluding

Determination of the value climate of different schools,
classes, school personnel, and individuals or groups within
the community; .

;

Determination of relationships of values held to emotional''
maturity and Change it041..16 structure with increase in
emotiondl maturity;

. .

Conduct of cross-sectional comparisons of valises of students
in different grades and'subject mattersr

Conduct of longitudinal studies of value orientationa'aS
students progress through elialentary'nd secondary schools;

Condlict,of scaling' Studies for refined 'scoring of value
orientations, and'derivation value profiles;

. .

. _
Determin40.94 of relatiOnships of doMinant value orientations
to individual needs; that is, do individuals who hava'been.
sucCessfui materially,'interma of achieVeiont, etc.'ishow
higher, equal or loWer value orientation toward acquisition
of material goods, attainment, than persons who have not '"-

achieved, with such success; . . ! . ,17

.. .

Determination of relgtionehipabetween Values held'and drop--
out pronenesS, delinquency,' etc. Of'youth--i-aleC, research -
with regard to interventions suggested by studies of Valli.,

;structures of different groups that may be hypothesized to
alter drOpsolit proneness. '''

.1;-Ovir f. .';,; f ':.: ,...V,
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HOME AND SCHOOL VALUES PROJECT

17,E111E481TV OF HAWAII Eonallulasweii 96822
EDUCATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER 1776 University Avenue

- --- APPENDIX R1

Critical Incidcot (Pride;

the staff of the University,of Hawaii College of Education is
cooperating with the U.S. Office of Education in exploring the views
of educators, parents and school children regarding the purposes
acid valuei that guide_the livek of,theleople and programs of
our country.

The current activity is part of the firststep toward a more
complete surveying.

We are using several approaches, one of which (that has been
successful in related kinds of efforts) is generally knOwn as a
"critical incidents" approach. In this approach, descriptions of
behavior (incidents) are sought from the parents, school children,
and educators you will interview. The respondent who is inter-
viewed is asked to describe some incident he

some
actually observed,

that he bottoms reflects a "value" held by some student, a stu-
dent's parent,. or an educator. Critical incidents and other kinds
of questions comprise orie instruMent. A more open-ended approach
will be taken on a second instrument.

41.

This "Interview Guide" is intended.to provide A standard
framework for the interviews you will conduct. Some of the gust-
tions are intended to elicit critical incidents. Others are
directed at what respowlent feels is of great worth for himself,
for children, and for school programs.

I. General Insiructions to Interviewers (Applies to both instruments]

1. Use the words in this guide as a general format. How-
ever, it will be necessary to adjust the wording to the
individual respondent and situation. Changes are left
up to each interviewer's judgment. It is most important
for the respondOnt to know what you are asking of him.

In answering questions only the amount of information
requested,

-.

1, Instruct the respondent that he should not use anyone's
name in answering the questions.

RSVP -009
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APPENDIX 8 -1
Continued

4. Make as complete notes as possible on what is said.

5. Encouragement and probing should continue until the
respondent has nothing more to add about a topic.

t

6. Your goal in the interviewis to determine what values
a respondent thinks are important.

7. Your recording should be cogpletc_accurste. objective,
and non-evalmtive.

What we are interested in

A. I S=

1) an accurate description of a specific act, or
behavior;

B.

2) an objective, unbiased description of behavior;

3) a description of behavior observed in a specific
situation;

4) a description of behavior which the respondent
believes to be illustrative of something of great
worth, something desira and felt important by
some parent, ahild, or educator.

I d

1) a list of generalised traits, abstractions,
inferences, or interpretations of behavior;

2) a report of behavior that is substantially
influenced by aspects that are personally
irritating or annoying to the respondent;

3) a report based on stereotyped ideas of what
is desirable or undesirable rather than what
the respondent really believes to be illus-
trative in reflecting something important to
some child, parent, or educator;
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APPENDIX 8-1

Continued

e .

.

4) an act selected only because of its dramatic
qualities. (This does not exclude unusual or
dramatic incidents when they Are in fact the
most significant incidents the respondent has
observed, as specified.in'the questions,)

.0, Illustrations

The most helpful information will be descriptions of what
an individual does in a specific situation at a specific
time; some oct that the respondent believes reflects some-
thing desired and felt Important by some person. In order
to help you understand just what is meant several brief
illustrations are given below.

The examples are intended only to show how accurate,
.specific, and objective the descriptions might be,

A student asked the principal for permission to do
an extra School project and said he would coma to
school early to do it,

A parent refuses to let his sun participate on the
school swimming team because the majority of the
team members are of a different race than his child.

A parent will persuade his child to save some of his
money whenever he receives any.

Instead of studying for a test, a student watches
TV all evening,

As he left school for the day, the vice-principal
stopped and sang a few songs with five pupils out
on the lawn singing after sebool,

A child will set aside a certain time for study
each night even though he has no assignment.

In, MftOrtal !tau. tbms for the 20 moments Respoass gheat

Another approach that ve are using simply asks the interviewee
to make'20 statements about children, school, family, and
friends,
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APPENDIX B-1
Continued

The interviewer asks the respondent, "Would you (tell me;
make; or say) 20 statements about children, schools, friends,
and the home and family?" After the respondent has supplier:
2 statements under one of the above headings, the interviewer
Ti; to channel responses to another catego7 by asking the re-
spondent, "Would you say some things about the gill in cage ory)
now?" Besides recording the responses into appropriate cate-
gories, the interviewer's responsibility is to prevent concen-
tration of statements in any one category by prompting the re-
spondent to give statements about other areas.

IV. Emoted Introductory Remarks

Hello, I'm I'm from the College
of Education at the University of Hawaii and we're interested
in some of your views and some of your ideas about what pur-
poses you think should guide education and school programs in
the United States. Talking with people is the only way we can
find out what people want and how schools can plan their pro-
grams. We'd like you to help us with this by telling us what
you think. Would you be willing to talk to us? (Pause for
response.) Thank you (for listening).

28
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Continued

V. Critical Incident Questions

1. Would you give me a specific example of something
that happened that shows what you ewtet a nchool
to do for children?

2. Would you give me a specific example of something
you like that happened at a school?

3. Would you give me a specific example of something
you don1t like that happened at a school?

4. Would you give me a specific example of something
that happened that you would change about a school
if you had the chance?

Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened, that you expect a home to do for 'children?

29



APPENDIX E-1
Continued

6. Would you give me a specific example of something you
like that happened at a home?

7. Would you give me a specific example of something you
don't like that happened at a home?

0. Would you give me a specific example of something that
you would change about a home if you had the chance?

9. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you like about a school's
location, facilities, or resources?

10. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you don't like about a school's
location, facilities, or resources!
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Continued

)

11, Would you give me a specific' example of somaibing that
happened that shows what you like about a home's loca-
tion, facilities, or resources?

12. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you don't like about a home's
location, facilities, or resources?

13. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you like about a subject
offered in school?

14. Would you give me a specific example of something that
shows what you don't like about a subject offered in
school?

.--

15. Wad you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you like about a school rule?
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APPENDIX B-1
Continued

16. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you don't like about a school
rile?

17. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what should happen when someone
breaks a school rule?

18. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you like about a home rule?

19. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you don't like about a home
rule?

20. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what shmild happen when someone
breaks a home rule?
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APPENDIX B-1
Continued

21' Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you like about a pupil's be-
havior?

22. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you donit.like but a pupil's
behavior?

23. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you like about a parent's be-
havior?

24. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you don't like about a
parent's behavior?

25. Would you give me a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you like about an educator's
behavior?
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APPENDIX B-1
Continued

26. Would you give ma a specific example of something that
happened that shows what you don't like about an edu-
cator's behavior?

fl. tmcludini Reoiri:s

1) Are there any more specific examples of things that
happened at school you would like to tell me before I
go?

2) Are there many more specific examples of things that
happened at home you would like to tell mu before
go?

34
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Vile' Respondent Identificetion

Respondent's approximate age:

0141.MM11011011.1

P 7 i-:
MITE 13-15 1h -10

Respondent's sex:

71
F

19-22

aget*

23-30 31-40 41 -50

Approximate education of respondent:

<2 yrs 1;"32- yrs 7-9 yrs 0-12 yrs 13 1 yrs Col, grad,

Adv. deg.

Estimated socio-economic level of respondent:

poverty poor low average averag

wel -of wealthy
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Estimated level of U.S. cultural assimilation of respondent:

not assimilated partially assimilated functionally assim.

I I

fully assim.

Community:

urban Oahu rural Oahu urban Hawaii rural Hawaii

urban Maui rural Maui

Ethnic background of respondent:

II
Hawaiian /part Hawaiian Samoan Portuguese other Caucasian

Cosmopolitan Filipino Chinese Japanese Korean Nagro

11
Other
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APPENDIX B-2

Question-Incident Guide.

The staff of the University of Hawaii College of Education is
cooperating with the U.S. Office of Education in exploring the views
of educators, parents and school children regarding the purposes
and values that guide the lives of the people and the programs of
our country.

The current activity is part of the first step toward a more
complete surveying.

We are using several approaches, one of which (that has been
successful in related kinds of efforts) is generally known as a
"critical incidents" approach. In this approach, descriptions of
behavior (incidents) are sought from the parents, school children,
and educators you will interview. The respondent who is inter-
viewed is asked to describe some incident he has actually observed,
that he believes reflects a "value" held by some student, a stu-
dent's parent, or an educator. Critical incidents and other kinds
of questions comprise one instrument. A more open-ended approach
will be taken on a second instrument.

This "Interview Guide" is intended to provide a standard
framework for the interviews you will conduct. Some of the ques-
tions are intended to elicit critical incidents. Others are
directed at what respondent feels is of great worth for himself,
for children, and for school programs.

I. General Instructions to Interviewers [Applies to both instruments]

1. Use the words in this guide as a general format. How-
ever, it will be necessary to adjust the wording to the
individual respondent and situation. Changes are left
up to each interv:Iwer's judgment. It is most important
for the respondent to know what you are asking of him.

2. In answering questions give only the amount of information
requested.

3. Instruct the respondent that he should not use anyone's
name in answering the questions.

RSVP -009
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APPENDIX.B4":
Continued

4. Make as complete notes as possible on what is said.

5. Encouragement and probing should continua until the
respondent has nothing more to add about a topic.

6. Your-goal in the interview is to determine what values
a respondent thinks are important.

7. Your recordin: should be co.i.lete accurate ob active
and non - evaluative.

II. What we are interested in

A. IS
r.,

1) an accurate description of a specific act, or
behaviOr;

2) an objective, unbiased description of behavior;

3) a dedCription of behavior observed in a specific
situation;

4) a description of behavior which the respondent
believes to be illustratilid of something of great
worth, something desired and felt important by
Eome parent,.child, or educator.

B. IS NOT

1) a list of generalized traits, abstractions,
inferences, or interpretations of behavior;

a report of behavior that is substantially
influenced by aspects that are personally

.irritating or annoying to the respondent;

3) a report based on stereotyped ideas. of what
is desirable or undesirable rather than what
the respondent really believes to be illus-
trative in reflecting something important to
some child, parent, or educator;
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APPENDIX B-2
Continued

4) t an act selected only because of its dramatic
qualities. (This does no", exclude unusual or
dramatic incidents when tEey are in fact the
most significant incidence the respondent has
observed, as specified in the questions.)

C. Illustrations
.

.

The most helpful information will be descriptions of what
an individual does in a specific' situation at a specific
time; some act that the respondent believes reflects some-
thing desired and felt important by some person.. In order .

to help you understand just what is meant several brief
illustrations are given below.

The examples are intended only.to show how accurate,
specific, and objective the descriptions might be,

A student asked the principal for permission to do
an extra school project and said he would come to
school early to do it,' -.

A parent refuses to let his son participate on the
school swimming team because the majority of the
team members are of a different race than his child.

A parent will persuade his child to save some of his
money whenever he receives any.

Instead of studying for a test, a student watches
TV all evening.

As he left school for the day, the vice-principal
stopped and sang a few songs with five pupils out
on the lawn singing after school.

A child will set aside a certain time for study
each night even though he has no assignment.

III. Additional Instructions for the 20 Statements Response Sheet

Another approach that we are using simply asks the interviewee
to make20 statements about children, school, family, and
friends.
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APPENDIX E.2
Continued

The interviewer asks the respondent, "Would you (tell me;
make; or'say) 20 statements about childrenvechoola, friends,
and the home and family?" After the respondent. has supplied
2 statements under one.of.the above headings, the interviewer
is to channel responses to another category by asking the re-
spondent, "Would you say some things about the /11.111Lualea)
awl" Besides recording the responses into appropriate cate-
gories, the interviewer's responsibility is to prevent concen-
tration of statements in any. One category.by prompting the re-
spondent, to give statements about other areas.

IV. Suggested Introductory Remarks

Hello, Ism I'm from the College
of Education at the University of Hawaii and we're interested
in some of your views and some of your ideas about what pur-
poses you think should guide. education and.school programs in
the United States. Talking with people is the only way we can
find out what people went. and how schools van plan their pro-
grams. We'd like you to. help us with this by telling us what
you think. Would you be willing to talk .to us?. (Pause for

response.) Thank you (for listening).

r.
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APPENDIX B-2
Continued

Interview Number:

40tervieWAK't.

'Interviews.

Date:

I. What do you want a child of yours to be like when he grows
up? (What kind of person do you want him or her to be?)

.:I
.!

II. What in life do you feel is most important for you? [What
(things) do you feel is (are) most important for your happi-
ness?) Which is most important? Which is next (in impor-
tance)?

f ;

111,The impottant 'things that' tha- home 'and prirent-s" can

IV. The most important things a school can teach a child

....

V. Would you give a specific example of
like or didn't like that happened at
give a specific example og something
shows what you either like or didn't
works at schools did?)

41

something you either
school? (Would you
that happened that
like that someone who



APPENDIX B2
Continued

VI. Would you-giva'a specific 'example of something you either
liked or didn't Iiki that happened in a family? (Would
you give a specificexample.of something that happened_ .

that shows what you either liked or didn't like that some
-grown -up (adult) did in a home?)

VII. Would you give a specific example of something that happ-
ened that shows something you either liked or didn't like
that a child did?

i

`
VIII. Schools should spend more time

Schools should spend less time

42
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1

Estimated socio- econom ic level of respondent:

'Respondent Identification

Respondent's approximate age:

t

El CT r7 Li L_I
,7 10-12 13-15 16-10 19.22 23-30 31-40

Respondent's sex:

H

Approximate education of respondent:

1-50 51+

: <2 yrs iyrs - yrs 0- 2 yrs 3- yrs Col, grad,

Adv. deg.

poverty poor ow average Average above average

wealthy
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Estimated level of U.S. cultural assimilation of respondent:

/MP

not assimilated partially assimilated functionally assim.

fully assim.

Community:

urban Oahu rural Oahu urban Hawaii rural Hawaii

.1=111101
urban Maui rural Maui

Ethnic background of respondent:

Hawaiiiii7Part Hawaiian Samoan Portuguese other Caucasian

I 1 E;;;:::] 1 El
Cosmopolitan F pino Chinese Japanese Korean Negro

Other
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.APPENDIX .C-1

Characteristics of Interviewees*

Cheractoriat los Intervitweet Total
Teacher Parent Pupil

Mt
'

7-94eSts 52 52
10-1 82 82.

1345 17 .17 ..;

16-18 .el .

<31 46 49 95
31-40 43 67
41-50 12 23
51* 3 10

Total

Sex
f

104' 149 151 404'

Hal* 16 r. 55., 80 131. ,
Female 88 94 n3
Total 104 149

.11
151 404

_ '.'".i:t..7..i."...:!1;'Ll

iduction 't1 II .1

< 2 years ,r ?
16 18

103 109

7.9 16, 27 43
10.12 56 3 59
13-15 2. 36- sa
16 88 28. 116
>16 141 7

Total 104 149 151 .404

*Of 426 interviews conducted,
a total 0.404 intorviewloa.

22 were eliminated, leaving

St 0 14-

47
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APPENDIX c:l.

Characteristics of Interviewees*

swewismal=w
.

cteristicsChara
t: Interviewees,

Total
Teacher. Parent Pupil

Soiib4Conomic
Status

Low 1 47 62 110
Middle 78 55 59 192
Upper 25 47 30 102

Tonal

place of Residence

104 149 151 404

Urbiin Oahu 62 . 79 . 69 210
Rural Oahu 15 23 22 , 60
Urban Hawaii 21 22 23 66
Rural Hawaii 6 2 4 12

Urban Maui 6 12 18
Rural Maui 17 Al VI
Total 104 149 151 404

Ethnic pathavound,

4 22 20 46Hawaiian
Samoan 4 3 7

Portuguese 1 2 7 10
Caucasian** 21 SO 28 99
Cosmopolitan 8 24 53 OS
Filipino 1 3 9 13
Chinese 15 6 7 28
Japanese SI 34 22 107
Korean 1 1 2

Negro __
1 1 2

Other ,2 2 --I .:.1

Total , <4 0 104 ,.. 149 151 G!, 404

* Of 426 interviews conducted, 22 ware eliminated, leaving a
total of 404 Interviewees.

*ftxcludios Pottuguesp.
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APPENDIX D-1

Number of Interviewees in Three Groups for Four Levels
of Code Unit Response

Number of Code Units
Per Interview111111

Interviewee Classification
Total

Teachitg-t Parent Pupil

0-6
7-13
14-20
21-27

Total

.58 -.

22'

1

104

5%

SO:.
'31'

9

112

37
.2

151

186
153

55

10

149 404

APPENDIX' D-2

Percent of Interviewees in Three Groups for Four Levels
of Code Unit Response

Number of Code Units
Per Interview

rit°1-..lakteLatiMaSaLl^n Total
Teacher Parent Pupil

0.6 22 34 74 46
743 )6 39 25 38

14-20 21 21 1 14

21.27 -.1. .-1 .. ..1......

100Total 100 100 100



APPENDIX D-3

Number of Interviewees in Three Groups for Four Levls
of Code Unit Response

Number of Code Unite
Per Interview

Interviewee Classification
by Socio-Economic Level Total

Loy Middle Upper

0-6 71 81 34 186
7-13 29 78 46 153
14-20 9 30 16 55
21-27 1 3 6 10

Total 110 192 102 404

APPENDIX D-4

Percent of Interviewees in Three Groups for Four Levels
of Code Unit Response

Number of Code Unite
Per Interview

Interviewee Classification
by Socio- Economic Level Total

rirmams.....orr Low Middle Upper

0.6 65 42 33 46
7-13 26 41 45 38
14-20 8 16 16 14

21-27

Total 100 100 100.. 100
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APPENDIX D-5

Analysis of Interview Protocol by Interviewer Variable

Interviewer
Average-NU:Mbar of

Value Statements
Per Interview

Instrument

1 I 11.6 Incident-Question

10 11.5 Incident-Question

8 10.6 Incident-Question

4 10.5 Incident-Question

2 10.2 Incident-Question

10.0 Incident-Question

9 9.9 Incident-Question

7 9.6 Incident-Question

3 9.r Incident-Question

6 8.4 Incident-Question

13 3.4 Critic-s1 Incident

11 3.0 CriticalIncident

12 1.7 Critical incident

14 .9r Critical incident

1z
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APPENDIX E-1

Value Categories Derived from Content Analyses
of 432 Statements in the Literature

Value Categories

Selection o
Categories by
Three Judges*

C

effectivity, subjectivity (as opposed to estionality
objectivity, in judgment, belief) decision)

autonomy, independence, individualism, self-
determination, self-direction

competition (rivalry)
creativity/imaginativeness/experimentalism

(original, innovative, tolerant and open re ideas) x x x
education (schooling, education per se) x

egillitatiarismsocial concern (tolerant of others
respect for others, fair, unselfish) x x x

ethic` /morality (some code) x x
goal-directedness x x x
group centeredness- -including family, ethnic, other
social groups (team-oriented, loyal, "helping,"
service to others, benevolent) x x x

health/physical well-being and development x x

x

x

materialism x x x
bidomism, personal pleasure /comfort x x x
rationality, objectivity, reasoned judgments x x
wisdom/intellectualism (intellectual) x x
religionitm x x x

responsibility x
self-centeredness (self-concern, self-advancement

self-security) x x x
self-disciplined productivity (productive,

thoroughgoing, satisfaction from creftmanship,
satisfaction from "Job welldone," orderliness) x x

social potency (power, leadership, responsibility
persuasiveness) x x x

social stability (conservative, conventionality,
respect for authority, conforming) x x x

success /achievement /recognition (economic, social,

aeacWj"jql--a'--Tr---------ft-----------------t*J e A junior sts on project
Judges 11 and C behavioral scientists, not associated with project
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VAIN CRITERIA IDENTIFI'ATION
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HOME AND SCHOOL VALUES PROJECT

mumnsuipmai Honolulu Hawaii 968
EDUCATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER 1776 University Avenue

APPENDIX F-1

Value Criteria Identification Task instruction

Instructions

1. Enclosed is a sample ofIstatftents. Some of the state-
ments may reflect "values" in the sense nu view that
construct. Some probably do not.

2. The sample of statements was randomly drawn from some 1200
similar statements. Some were based on selected responses
from interviews with parents, children, and teachers; some
were "invented" as hypothesized value-type statements; some
were intentionally adapted from inventories as statements
presumably representative of interests, attitudes, beliefs,
temperamental traits, adjustment patterns (i.e., identified
as 'Lich by an author in labeling his inventory).

Procedure

1, Please sort the statements into two or more piles.

One pile should contain ealy those statements as think de-
finitely would qualify as "value statements," in the context
in which you think of values.

if you choose, you may have another pile of statements that
you think perhaps are value-related, but less clearly iden-
tifiable than the first pile.

You may make as many other piles as you choose. If _you wish,
ycu may lump all "other than value statements" together in
one pile. Or, you may decide to try to disiAnguish between
attitudes, beliefs, needs, wants, temperamental.treit6 in
terests, appreciations, adjustments, etc. Or there may be
some other classification scheme you prefer. So sort the
statements you have not placed in the "value-type" pile in
any way you to

RSVP -030
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APPENDIX F-1
Continued

, .

2. After the sorting is ioroprated,''please try to Lemma
end try to identify the characteristics of statements
that gdided' yotir' decision, to clagaify them as value.

related statements. What were the criteria you employed

,in identIfYi4R.Y.Ode-related Itt44$PeAtel

In the same way, please try to identity the characteristics
of statements that prompted you tco. .cAsasify, them .as some

other kind of a statement. What were the criteria' you 'em-

ployed in .Wentifying a statement cia, a,:!!other than .value-

type" statement? j

glees, .rite ,you; crtterla on Ahe,b1aok 5 x 4, cards en-

'

,.

f ou car to. Make any torments ,tigtAhe _tie rjlat or on

the definit on of the value conittnetlts you view it, or
on prafne or,.behaviors that .1)ey .reflect parWular
4alue systems, ancidgmente,,,p,leale do.

.,"
4. ::2When the "serting"-.4nd. nc;itaria idenC44cation" steps are

-,:. Completed- please;' ,

a. place a rubber band around each pile of cards that re-
sulted from your sorting.

attach. a rub.: label rto :identify, each pile (e.g.,

"clearly..identifiable value-tYpe:,itatements").

c. put the cards in the return envelope; together with
the 5:x8 cards on whicyou hav,iiiited, the criteria
:you believe-mayhave .influenced:your sorting.

d. ret is

!..,, 1: .;f:tf.1 .

the enclosed emplope. and contents to the
Education Research and Development Center.

i c ;

. ri 1.. 1

1 1. n A

%N. r

57
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HOME AND SCHOOL VALUES PROJECT

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII Honolullk_Hawaii 96822

EDUCATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER 1776 University Avenue

-,AFFFNAIX F-2 I

rP11:: .) -1;14

. Criteria for Identifying Value. Stikkests0s.:.

1. To be considered a "veltie'itatement" in'thisi study; a statement
must either denote, or connote (imply):

1.1 (PrinCipaittiieria) ""!

;

-4 A liliEtitAin-pOsitive or in= negative form) about
an object, state of affairs, ot'behavior.'=',*..

..

1.12 A judgMeneaboUt'in'obteet;fritate of affaire or

behavior which is addressed to what umbel° be,
be, is "right," is "E291," is "deairAble,"

id - orteht,"-iao "great
,..

ArjUdgMent abdut an:dblecti state= of affairs,
or'behaviorthat.is regarded as4mportent,
desirable, etc. in a liery general or generic
iliiiii.41.6;,'SpOlicatie to abroad 'tanaauf,
situations, conditioirs7iTiai7personek non-
specific

or
t ).' ,i ,.

(b) A judgment about an object, state of affairs,

) ,.., ,L-orlbehai;ior that is-regarded as important,

for others aawelVas self

J ;.!y
or

;

(c).Aludgment,,ebOut,:an objeciti state of.affairs,
-!orlehavior tegSrded,as important,. desirable,

etc. that is concerned with a Ilroad outlook, .

that,haguto cWwith'some.,
"large Leine." 1!!L.

1.2 (Ancillary Criteria--corollary criteria)

1.21 A judgment about an object, state of affairs, or
behavior regarded as important, that prescribes or
guides behavior in a context (e.g., "2.1 Locus ").

1.22 A etumactmadposition or view, i.e., a judgment
about an object, state of affairs, or behavior
considered important, that is relatively stable over
some period of time.

HSVP-033
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Appendix F-2
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1.3 A statement will not be considered a value statement if
it denotes,,connotes or implies

- an opinion or belief about whatan individual person
considers to be true cr Wee.
a feeling of like or dislike. or.preferonce for something
highly specific or isolated,,e.g.,:apinach,' the color
red, a particular person.

- a want or need required from the standpoint of the indi-
vidual person for personality adjustment, for iMmediate
satisfaction, etc.

- an expression of compliance of the individual with the
wishes, preferences, etc. of others.,

- a behavior or characteristic.of the person that is
atsociated with ateoperamental trait, e.g., intro-
version, cheerfulness..

- a characteristic of the 'perac41 associated with his mental
or physical health, e.g.i,strength, feeling sad much of
the time, etc.

- a characteristic of the person associated with his self-
concept.

2. Each statement that meets the stated criteria shall, insofar as
possible, be identified and classified with respect to context,

'cAid4; locus,referent, assertor, end-means, polarity:

i7La, !

2.1 Locus

2.11 home related
2.12 school related

,:2413 employment (occupation, profspsion) related
:lry 2.14 'iiition7te.loted

4.15, tace:lelated.- :
2.16 religion (in general or particular) .elated
'247'poliqco.lio genera/4 or4.igparticular) related

.!0 -2416ipee-CgrOup ftiepde) Agated
2.19 "everybody,",!'world'at7,1atge" (other people in

general; all persons) related
2.10 "locus free" (related to no particular place,

situation, stoup, organizational/institutional
setting; may he,related to elny particular setting,
group,
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1 ; ; jcN .

'2.51'a positive ititiment
2.52 a negative statement

2.2 Referent
Sti . ; ;

2.21 schOOl'persethel related:le:g.ri.,tescher in school
setting)

2.22 'Peieiit/ftiiily, related'

2.23 child related ' "

'2.24 ' seit *elated ="

2.25 '"Othetin 'related

Aisitriei " '

2.31 school personnel

2.311 ' teacher

R..

2.312 supervisor
2:313 'elitritulum'Or program specialist
2.314 principal

L2:315 Polf0 1evel,ad4inistiator.-
2.316 "school boerdmibber (

2.32 piiifit . .

2.33 child

-"61.! 041;';

A deLired'objeet'; state-of'affairavlerminsl behavior
or condition, or behavior must be identifiable as:

..,

2.41 a desired ob act, state of affairs, condttkaa,
or teuninal behavior

2.42 in' LEL rumetitai altt 7.oV, iente lbehivi.21, directed'V e d
at the attainment of i desired Object,' state of
affairs, terminal bahavtor Or-condition

' '2':43`;-' an plifis.%ted ehaVioV that has
tetft 'a desired .terminal behsvior

c'-'(e.g.:',-Istpresiitit people, ,scholatly study).
,H1,

2.5 Polarit'y' " r t or
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